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Let the Herald take it up from here:
What is the terrible thing I want to do? I want in the first place
to remove all restrictions upon production of wealth and in doing
this I want to secure that fair distribution of wealth which will give
every man that which he has fairly earned. What I contend for is
that the man who produces, or accumulates, or economizes; the man
who plants a tree, or drains a marsh, or grows a crop, or erects a
building, or establishes a business, should not be fined for so doing;
that it is to the interest of all that he should receive the full benefit
of his labor, his foresight, his energy or his talents. In other words,
I propose to abolish all taxation which falls upon the exertion of
labor or the use of capital or the accumulation of wealth, and to
meet all public expenses out of that fund which arises, not from
the exertion of any individual, but from the growth of the whole
community	
Consider, Gentlemen, how this city would grow, how enormously
wealth would increase, if all taxes were abolished which now bear
on the production and accumulation and exchange of wealth. Con-
sider how quickly the vacant spaces on the island would fill up
could land not improved be had by trim who wanted to improve it,
without the payment of prices now demanded.
Before George's return from Europe, Michael Davitt had
come to the United States in search of aid for the Irish cause.
The eulogies pronounced at that dinner, both from the guest table and the
floor, with reference to this American with whose teachings none of the speakers
but Mr. Kinsella, Mr. Shearman, and Mr. Saunders had any acquaintance, would
have puzzled me beyond hope of solution if I had not stumbled upon the prob-
able explanation of that large attendance of distinguished New Yorkers. Having
occasion at the banquet lull between eating and oratory to carry a message to
the guest of honor from my place in the rear of the room to his at the front, I
was caught by the arm by Recorder Smythe as I returned.
"What part of Ireland does this man George come from?" the Recorder asked
me.
"He isn't-an Irishman," I explained; "he was born in Philadelphia, and his
father before him."
The Recorder looked pulled, as he murmured half to me and half to himself:
"No-o-o; that can hardly be; I was told that he was born in Ireland,"
After further and positive assertions to the contrary, I left Recorder Smythe
in a reflective mood which seemed to have seized him. One seized me, too.
As I came out of it I brought with me the astonishing success of that Delmonico
banquet to Henry George. Our guests having doubtless heard of him as a
British prisoner in Ireland, had probably leaped to the conclusion that he was an
Irish patriot-a kind of patriot hardly less popular with New York politicians
in those days than American patriots of the 100-per cent variety became some
years later.—Editor

